Tuesday March 18

08:00  Coffee, Juice, Pastries available

08:15  Panel Executive Session (Organization; if needed)

08:30  Welcome (Kingsley)
08:35  Introductions; meeting format/logistics (Glendenning)

8:40  Computing Overview (Glendenning)

Selected hot topics

9:00  AIPS++: ALMA Evaluation Status, Plans (Lucas)
9:30  AIPS++: Review Result, NRAO Commitment (Cornwell)
9:45  AIPS++: Performance (Bhatnagar)

10:15  Break

Selected hot topics (continued)

10:30  Operations Issues (Glendenning)
11:00  Testing Strategy, Effort (Raffi)

11:30  Software Architecture (Schwarz)

12:30  Lunch - Deli Buffet/Tucson Room/Student Union (SU)

13:30  Computing IPT Management (Raffi)
14:00  Science Software Requirements (Lucas)
14:30  Common Software (+demo) (Chiozzi)

15:45  Break

16:00  Software Engineering (Zamparelli)
16:45  Integration and Support (Uphoff)

17:30  End of session / Executive Session (if needed)
Wednesday March 19

08:00  Coffee, Juice, Pastries available
08:30  Executive Software (Grosbol)
09:00  Proposal Preparation (+demo) (Bridger)

10:15  Break

10:30  Scheduling (Farris)
11:15  Control Software (+demo, movie) (Marson)

12:15  Lunch - Build-your-own-taco Bar/Ventana Room/SU

13:30  Correlator Software (Pisano)
14:15  Telescope Calibration (Lucas)

15:00  Break

15:15  Archive/NGAST (Wicenec)
16:15  Offline Data Reduction (Golap)
16:45  Pipeline (Davis)
17:30  Data Reduction UI (Gueth)

18:00  End of session / public portion of meeting

19:00  Meeting dinner, Hidden Valley Inn

Thursday March 20

Reserved for the PDR panel to caucus, interview project staff, decide report writing assignments, etc.

16:00  Executive summary to Project and Computing IPT Management